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Abstract
The pixel-to-pixel flat field changes noted by Bohlin and Mack (2005) for the WFC are
further quantified. During each period between anneals, a population of pixels with lowered
sensitivity develops which is largely reset by the next anneal. The sensitivity deficits are
twice as large in the blue as in the red. The pixels with lowered sensitivity appear to
be a unique set each anneal cycle, rather than a subset that ‘telegraph’ on and off. The
low QE pixels recover ∼90% of their losses on a time scale of a few monthly anneals, but
never return fully. Some evidence for spontaneous recovery of the low QE pixels between
anneal cycles is developed, but is not conclusive. The number of low pixels would become
a large source of error in the absence of performing anneals on a frequent basis. Prior to
cooldown in July 2006, the flat field changes that arise continuously within anneal cycles
are larger than cumulative persistent changes in the pixel-to-pixel flats. The pre-cooldown
reference flat field remained excellent. Post-cooldown, the number of persistent deviant
pixels, although still modest in number, may have reached a level justifying delivery of new
pixel-to-pixel flats, although providing such will require acquisition of further data.

1.

Introduction

With the adoption of a cooler operating temperature for the WFC of -81 C near the
time of restoration of ACS on Side 2 electronics, small sensitivity and flat field changes
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were predicted (Sirianni, Gilliland and Sembach 2006). An adjustment to the low-frequency
spatial component (L-flats) applicable to the post-cooldown era was provided from recent
analysis of internal tungsten observations taken before and after cooldown (Gilliland, Bohlin
and Mack 2006). The work discussed here started with the motivation of determining
updates for pixel-to-pixel flat fields, but became primarily a study of transient changes to
pixel-to-pixel sensitivity when it was realized the latter make the former problematic.
Programs to track potential flat field changes in time have been in place since
installation of ACS and SMOV testing. Of interest here are the programs CAL/ACS 9562,
9657, 10049, 10376, and 10739 that provided internal tungsten exposures at regular intervals
for F435W, F625W and F814W. After cooldown, tungsten observations were obtained with
the ‘mini-SMOV’ program 11005, and via augmentations of the Cycle 14 programs 10739
and 10733.
Prior analyses by Bohlin and Mack (2005) of the internal flat field data had shown that
from epoch-to-epoch there were more pixels at lower sensitivity than could be explained
from the noise statistics. These statistical deviations could not be decreased by adopting
updated flat fields, suggesting that the changes might be ephemeral in nature. We show
here that the number of such deviant pixels correlates strongly with time since the last
anneal, and the deviant pixels at any time are neither associated with those that were
deviant at some other time, nor with hot pixels, charge traps or other known defects. The
primary evidence for pixel-to-pixel sensitivity changes in time and the correlation of the
changes with the anneal cycle are presented in § 2 through analysis of 24 epochs of F435W
observations. § 3 details the results of searching for correlations between the pixels at
lowered sensitivity and other known defects. A wavelength dependence is documented in
§ 4 for the deviant pixels. In § 5 the recovery characteristics of low sensitivity pixels is
developed. §6 considers the frequency at which persistently low sensitivity pixels develop,
and directly explores how well the pre-cooldown pixel-to-pixel sensitivity values, after
allowing for the temporally changing set, are represented by existing reference files with
their laboratory flat heritage (Bohlin 2001). Behavior of pixels day-to-day within an anneal
cycle is explored in § 7. Evidence for unique changes as a result of cooldown is pursued in §
8. Finally, recommendations for obtaining additional observations are presented in § 9.

2.

Correlation of Deviations With Time and Anneals

The observations analyzed here were recently detailed in Gilliland, Bohlin and Mack
(2006). We start with analysis of all of the epochs of F435W tungsten internals. Low-level
analyses are identical to those previously, in particular we start with retrieval of the
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Table 1: Deviant pixel counts for the 24 F435W internal flats
Cal ID-Visit Year
9562-02
9562-10
9657-02
9657-28
9657-51
9657-55
9657-59
9657-41
9657-71
10049-11
10049-21
10049-31
10049-41
10049-51
10049-61
10376-21
10376-31
10739-02
11005-50
10739-38
10733-N0
10733-N1
10733-N3
10733-N4

2.31
2.56
2.58
3.25
3.33
3.42
3.50
3.58
3.67
3.84
4.00
4.17
4.33
4.50
4.67
5.25
5.58
6.09
6.51
6.64
6.77
6.77
6.78
6.81

Time

≥4%

≥2%

≥1%

≤-1%

24.5
7.0
17.3
3.1
7.8
12.0
9.0
13.1
29.2
19.7
31.0
32.0
6.0
13.2
21.7
6.3
15.7
6.8
19.2
11.5
30.6
31.3
1.0
13.0

246
214
195
74
60
45
34
14
3
0
3
1
4
5
5
17
16
36
13
27
21
21
23
22

1760
1528
1425
467
357
259
156
63
7
10
13
4
14
13
14
38
32
55
36
47
46
48
50
48

55527
46887
39217
14900
11743
8117
5869
4145
2783
2032
2114
1909
1884
1775
1887
2112
2762
3680
5805
7942
9013
9081
8311
8903

97196
36636
64363
23572
24749
54586
44729
58960
89410
88609
135943
156967
77134
115605
162619
133248
242423
260720
342250
380148
468377
470163
350676
406370

≤-2% ≤-4%
23360
6197
15409
2932
2788
12329
9033
12838
22128
19740
32998
39893
11715
22165
35804
17780
39960
32733
41686
52527
82410
82462
36324
57171

2327
680
1466
318
210
1243
928
1421
2474
1966
3375
4942
1480
2861
4700
2115
3863
2628
1805
4174
7952
7967
1396
4374

individual flt.fits files, apply conversion from DN to electrons, eliminate cosmic rays over
the three exposures per epoch and derive means on a per-epoch and overall basis. All
analyses use archival data processed with the proper contemporaneous biases and darks. In
this study for which we wish to concentrate on pixel-to-pixel changes, rather than either
global sensitivity change in time, or evolution in the low-frequency sensitivity components,
we have also divided out a median filter (65x65 pixel scale) smoothing of each epoch.
Table 1 presents the data sets analyzed to establish possible correlations with time and
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anneal cycles, including columns giving the date of observation (Year) and time in days
since the previous anneal (Time). The last six rows are for data after the July 4, 2006
cooldown of the WFC.
The final six columns of Table 1 present the numbers of pixels in each epoch that
relative to the grand median image over all 2002-2006 pre-cooldown data have deviations
≥4%, ≥2%, ≥1%, ≤-1%, ≤-2%, and ≤-4%.
The last column of Table 1, the number of pixels in each epoch that are more than 4%
below the median value for that pixel is plotted in Figure 1 versus time, after multiplying
the number by 32 divided by the number of days since an anneal (column 3). The solid
line in Figure 1 is a linear fit to all of the data points after 2003.0 and before cooldown,
i.e. the weights for the first three SMOV-era points and the six post-cooldown are set to
zero. (Also set to zero weight is the point for 9657-51 taken May 2, 2003 which happened
to be only 1 day after recovery from an HST safing during which the ACS CCDs were
warmed up providing anomalous annealing.) The linear correlation coefficient (r) for the fit
is 0.926, which with 14 points demonstrates that the number of low sensitivity pixels, after
normalization to a constant time since an anneal is correlated with time at a level such
that there is only a 2.2 × 10−6 chance of such a correlation resulting as a statistical fluke
for uncorrelated data.
The hypothesis that the number of deviant pixels evolves linearly in time during an
anneal cycle may be tested by plotting the number versus days since an anneal – after
dividing out the overall dependence on time established in Figure 1. A normalization has
been adopted that provides values projected to 2006.5. The growth within an anneal cycle
is shown in Figure 2. The line is again a linear fit to data points after 2003.0 (except
9657-51) and before cooldown, and in this case the linear correlation coefficient is 0.958 for
a chance occurrence level of 7.2 × 10−8 . The number of pixels that are low by 4% in any
epoch is highly correlated with both time since an anneal, and with overall time that the
WFC has been on-orbit.
The values at 3.33 and 6.51 years in Figure 1 and (same) at 7.8 and 19.2 days in
Figure 2 are anomalously low. In both cases these followed within 1 – 2 days of an HST
or ACS safing, resulting in a warm up of the CCDs and anomalous annealing. It appears
that warming to -10 C as happens during such events (M. Sirianni, private comm.) is
quite effective at generating an anneal. If shifted to 1 – 2 days both points are in excellent
agreement with the remarkably tight correlation otherwise established. Note also that the
standard anneal was decreased from 12 to 6 hours in February 2005 and we do not see any
signature of this change in the low QE pixel statistics.
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Fig. 1.— Number of pixels at ≤-4% deviant per epoch relative to overall average flat. Values
have been scaled up by the factor 32.0/Number of days since anneal to project to number
expected at the end of anneal cycles. The ‘X’ are prior to WFC cooldown, the ‘O’ are after
cooldown. See text for discussion of low points at 3.33 and 6.51 years.
There is a suggestion for slightly smaller rates of development for pixels with low
sensitivity post cooldown. We have not attempted to further quantify this.
The number of pixels dropping below -2% shows very similar results as in Figures 1 and
2 – the linear correlation coefficients are 0.918 and 0.945 respectively. At -1% a somewhat
different behavior may be arising in that the number of such pixels grows linearly in time (r
= 0.909), but the number does not so closely reset to zero after anneals as is apparent from
inspection of the numbers in Table 1. The number of pixels deviating in a positive sense
in Table 1 starts relatively high and declines with time. Because we are computing these
relative to medians over time, the positive deviations may arise from pixels that suddenly
and permanently transition to negative values at later times.
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Fig. 2.— Number of pixels at ≤-4% deviant per epoch relative to overall median flat after
removing the linear trend from Figure 1 and plotting versus days since the previous anneal
cycle. The ‘X’ are prior to WFC cooldown, the ‘O’ are after cooldown. See text for discussion
of low points at 7.8 and 19.2 days.
3.

Low Sensitivity Pixels and Known Defects

The pixels at different levels of discrepancy in Table 1 follow from performing a search
that ignores a buffer of 2 pixels around the periphery of each CCD. Also, the data quality
values are referred to, and any pixel having a data quality value ≥1024 is not included –
this keeps the regions within columns flagged as being affected by traps from being used.
An initial question to pursue is whether the pixels detected as low in one epoch also
have a tendency to be low in other epochs, e.g. as would be expected if there is a set
of pixels that ‘telegraph’ to lower and nominal response repeatedly. The autocorrelation
question has been pursued by forming images of 4096x4096, initialized at zero that are
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Table 2: Histogram of repeated deviant pixels
No. hits ≥4%
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

92
51
156
26
20
18
25
18

≥2%

≥1%

≤-1%

≤-2%

≤-4%

3378 179720 1425812 379220 43907
1215 37824 220965 19707
631
1159 24867
70052
3760
161
369
8747
24326
1049
49
210
5444
12905
540
47
169
3552
7375
324
48
111
2213
4196
195
37
82
1113
2162
125
28

incremented each time a pixel in any epoch exceeds a target limit. Then after looping over
the 18 pre-cooldown input epochs a histogram of how many pixels are at 1, 2, 3, . . . 8 is
formed and is given in Table 2.
As an example how often are the ≤-4% pixels a one time occurrence over the 18 epochs
tested? There were a total of 47,034 pixels over the 18 epochs exceeding this limit, of these
43,907, or 93% were restricted to just one epoch. The vast majority of such deviations are
on pixels that drop to this level in only one epoch. The same is not true for the few pixels
that deviate to ≥4% above the median values; here the distribution is relatively flat. The
nature of pixels showing similar deviations in multiple epochs will be returned to in § 6.
To test whether the deviant pixels in any epoch are clustered spatially, or correlate
with pixels known to be suspicious their positions within an image were flagged and the
resulting display inspected. The deviant pixels are apparently randomly positioned with no
correlation suggested. The lack of correlation was true in marking the positions of deviant
pixels on an internal flat, the reference flat, and also relative to the data quality image
values. To search for whether the pixels that deviate to low response levels in the internal
tungsten exposures might also be hot pixels, we formed a histogram of dark rates separately
for those that were ≤-4% deviant and the same for control pixels not showing sensitivity
deviations – the two histograms appeared to be identical. This was true whether the dark
reference image was selected to be contemporaneous to the internal flats, or from the
preceding or following anneal cycle. There appears to be no correspondence between pixels
showing the deviant sensitivities and those that show excess dark current. Nor is there any
correlation with hot pixels in other quadrants that could produce offsets via ghosting. We
also inspected a few of the raw internal flat exposures and the deviant pixels are present in
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Table 3: Median deviations near flagged -4% pixels
1.000
1.000
0.999
1.000
1.000

1.000
0.997
0.992
0.997
1.000

F435W
0.999
0.991
0.954
0.991
0.999

1.000
0.997
0.992
0.997
1.000

1.000
1.000
0.999
1.000
1.000

1.001
0.998
0.999
0.999
1.000

1.000
0.997
0.994
0.996
0.999

F660N
0.999
0.992
0.966
0.992
1.000

1.002
0.997
0.992
0.997
1.003

0.999
0.998
1.000
0.999
1.001

each of the three exposures before any subsequent data processing.
Most internal flat data for WFC have been collected at a near constant exposure level
of ∼50,000 electrons. During the CAL 10049 and 10376 programs at each epoch one of the
nominal three F814W exposures was replaced with a single 0.5 s exposure through F660N
resulting in ∼170 electrons. These latter images have a per pixel signal-to-noise (S/N)
of ∼12 which is insufficient to show 4% deviations. However, by stacking the results for
all pixels flagged at <-4% in the deep exposures we can test whether the effect is linear
over a large dynamic range. Perfect linearity would be consistent with the drop being a
multiplicative, quantum efficiency (QE) loss, if in a relative sense the loss were larger at
the lower exposure level, then this would be consistent with a partially additive effect, e.g.
as would follow from development of a local charge trap. We have used the 0.5 s F660N
exposure j94u33c1q from CAL/10376 to test this. At each of the 3,863 pixels low by 4% for
10376-31 in Table 1 pixel values in a 5×5 array centered on this pixel are normalized by
the median of a surrounding annulus, then stacked to allow computing the median response
over all such pixels in the shallow exposure. Table 3 shows this median for both the long
F435W exposure and the short F660N. We will show in the next section that the difference
between these two filters in Table 3 is a simple wavelength dependence. The deviations are
linear over a dynamic range of 170 to 50,000 electrons and are most likely a pure QE effect.
The pattern is consistent with isolated low response pixels coupled with the WFC
change diffusion kernal (Krist 2003). The deficit in QE integrated over the domain of the
charge diffusion kernal, i.e. a 5×5 pixel region, is approximately twice that of the central
pixel. We will use this correction in § 6 in forming estimates for the impact on photometry.
No correlation is evident between the temporarily low QE pixels and any other
signatures such as excess dark current or non-linear response.
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4.

Wavelength Dependence of Low QE Pixels

To illustrate the wavelength dependence of quantum efficiency changes epoch-to-epoch
we show a scatter plot in Figure 3 of the F435W internal flat values (after normalization of
global scale to unity) from 10376-31 against the same for F814W at the same epoch (visit
33 of 10376). For pixels with values deviating from unity in this epoch, the deficit is always
about twice as great in F435W as in F814W. This behavior is independent of epoch – the
pixels with anomalous response at any time relative to a long term median value show a
strong wavelength dependence with smaller changes toward longer wavelengths.
A quantitative measure of the wavelength dependence is obtained by evaluating the
median loss in each of F435W, F625W and F814W at the same epoch based on the list of
pixels having greater than 4% QE loss in F435W. These values from blue to red are: 0.9538,
0.9655, and 0.9790. In the previous section, a value of 0.966 followed for an F660N filter,
which, within the expected scatter, is consistent with an interpolation between the F625W
and F814W wavelength values. The difference seen between F435W for which exposure
levels were 50,000 electrons, and F660N for which exposure levels were 300 times smaller
can be accounted for purely from the wavelength effect.

5.

Recovery Characteristics of Low Sensitivity Pixels

To explore the temporal behavior of pixels that temporarily transition to low QE,
we have tracked the mean values over time for a set that were low in just one epoch. In
particular Figure 4 shows the mean values for the pixels from 9657-71 (9th epoch in Table
1 at year 3.67) that were flagged at -4% to -10%. The mean value of this ensemble is
computed for all prior epochs to be 1.004 and is used to normalize all of the values. Prior
to the target epoch, the means are close to unity and very stable. At the target epoch, by
keying off only pixels at ≤-4% from the long term median, the mean drops below this to
0.9488. Curiously, the means by epoch after this show an asymptotic recovery to a value
of 0.9938 on a time scale of about one year (or equivalently about 6 anneals, we cannot
discriminate between number of anneals and time as controlling factor). The one-time
deviant pixels at more than 4% negative recover about 80% of their losses after one anneal,
but never recover more than 88% of their original deficit. Error bars on the mean for this
large number of pixels are of order the plotted line thickness. The standard deviation is
about 0.003, only slightly greater than the Poisson noise floor suggesting that most pixels
follow very similar recoveries. Similar figures constructed for pixels that were initially
between -2% to -4%, or -1% to -2% appear nearly indistinguishable from Figure 4 except for
a scaled y-axis, i.e. the patterns and fractional recoveries are the same. The time scale for
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Fig. 3.— Plot of individual pixel values in normalized F435W internal flat against the same
for F814W. Points within 1% of (1,1) are not plotted, only one out of every 25 points out to
2.5% of (1,1) is shown, while all points outside of this are shown. Deviant pixel values show
a strong dependence on wavelength.
recovery is the same independent of initial depth, with ultimate recovery of the -3% cases
to within 88% of initial loss (identical to Figure 4), and the -1.5% cases to 91% of initial
loss. Statistics based on medians of these pixels are nearly identical to those for the means.
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Fig. 4.— Mean values by epoch for the set of pixels that were at ≤-4% in 9th overall
observation set. Pixel values are stable before the epoch of anomaly then exhibit an
asymptotic relaxation to nearly, but not quite nominal values.
6.

Rate of Pixel QE Changes and Quality of Reference Flats

There are two separate issues to develop here. First what does the growth rate of low
QE pixels during each anneal cycle imply for overall flat field quality? Second can we obtain
a determination of the pre-cooldown flat field reference file quality given that its heritage
for pixel-to-pixel values traces back to pre-launch laboratory flats (Bohlin 2001)?
Figure 1 shows that the number of pixels having greater than 4% QE loss grows to
some 12,000 by the end of each anneal cycle by 2006.5. Although a large absolute number,
this is only 7 out of every 10,000 pixels on the detector. With a per epoch precision
of 0.0026 corresponding to the Poisson limit on detected photons, deviations at 2% QE
change are still significant at nearly 8 σ, and at this level the number at the end of anneal
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cycle is 150,000 or more than 0.7% of all pixels on the detector. At the level of 1% QE
deviations the significance has fallen to about 3.8 σ at which point there should be a
statistical contamination at the level of about 5 × 10−5 , or less than 1,000 pixels over the
full detector compared to the 600,000 seen, or 3.5% of all pixels. Over the full complement
of 4096×4096 pixels the above deviant pixels at 1%, 2% and 4% introduce a (quadratic
sum) mean error of 0.003 (0.3%) with a relatively flat contribution from the different levels.
This 0.3% is comparable to the expected Poisson precision of the pixel-to-pixel reference
flats, and over a factor of two smaller than the intrinsic pixel-to-pixel variations at 0.7%.
Based on the current rate of growth (number at end of monthly anneal cycles), it would
take approximately 15 years before the induced error doubles to 0.6% per pixel averaged
over the full detector. However, the rate of growth of low QE pixels within the anneal cycles
is much larger. If we were to stop performing anneals, which are quite effective at removing
the bulk of low QE pixels, then the overall error from such pixels would double to the 0.6%
level in only 120 days. Thus removal of accumulated low QE pixels is another reason for
performing anneals at a cadence similar to the current one.
Multiple dark exposures are obtained every other day to allow frequent tracking within
an anneal cycle of the hot pixels that have developed. The low QE pixels that develop
throughout the anneal cycles could also be tracked via an internal flat program. In one
standard internal ‘orbit’ of 30 minutes, three tungsten lamp exposures provide a precision
of about 0.2%. If taken every other day as with the darks, then the low QE pixels could be
corrected robustly without introducing much excess noise from Poisson errors on the vast
majority of unchanged pixels. With the worst case WFC filter F435W reaching only an
extra 0.3% noise at the end of anneal cycles, and with much smaller values in the red, there
does not seem to be a need for such contemporaneous flats. At F435W where the PSF has
17% of the energy in the central pixel, a 4.0% flat-field error would comprise only 4%×0.17
= 0.7% error in photometry. However, the charge diffusion kernal (see Table 3) amplifies
the effect by ×2. Thus, at the end of anneal cycles, the -4%, -2% and -1% deviant pixels
could induce stellar photometry errors (worst case) of 1.4%, 0.7% and 0.35% at relative
number fractions of 0.07%, 0.7% and 3.5% respectively for undithered data. We are not
aware of science programs that would serve as drivers for contemporaneous flats; the case
for contemporaneous darks, on the other hand, is of obvious benefit for several types of
programs.
We now turn to the issue of assessing the quality of current pixel-to-pixel flats in an
absolute sense. Conceptually, the most direct way to do this would simply be to average
together a significant number of internal tungsten lamp exposures, flat field these with the
calibration reference flats and assess whether the results are (flat) as expected. One minor
and one major issue arise: The minor problem is that there are large illumination gradients
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between the internal flats, and the true flat fields – this can easily be dealt with by simply
suppressing low spatial frequencies in any comparison. The major issue is that the optics
have minor point defects, e.g. dust on dewar window and filter surfaces; and the slightly
different illuminations provided by the internal calibration lamps result in residual sharp
features associated with these defects. There is no easy quantitative way of discriminating
between actual pixel-to-pixel errors and these artifacts.
However, the artifacts from dust motes rarely reach a level of 1% and it is instructive
to examine such an image. Figure 5 shows the median of all pre-cooldown F435W internals
after division by the reference flat and removal of low frequencies by ratioing to an expanded
65×65 pixel bin median filtering. As expected, dust mote associated features do stand out.
The number of pixels below -1%, -2% and -4% (ignoring the chip boundaries and charge
traps again) is 70,387, 4,175 and 1,054, respectively, which are upper limits on the number
of such deviant pixels that persisted for a majority of the pre-cooldown epochs relative
to the pipeline reference flat field. At each level, the number of such persistently deviant
pixels is well under the average number of pixels at any time that are only temporarily
low between anneal cycles, thus attempting to correct for these seems a low priority. The
numbers at -2% and -4% are probably secure, while the number at -1% is likely artificially
high here due to the effects of dust mote features skewing the statistics. The pipeline
reference flat for F435W provides an overall excellent representation of spatial pixel-to-pixel
QE variations pre-cooldown.
An alternative (to adopting contemporaneous flats at a daily time scale) approach to
dealing with the growth of flat-field deviant pixels might be to take a set of internal flats
immediately before each anneal. These could then be used to populate data quality flags
to cover all pixels deviant beyond some predefined levels that developed by the end of the
anneal cycle. Although more attractive than attempting to obtain flat corrections at a
cadence similar to darks, we do not advocate this step at this time.

7.

Evolution of Low QE Pixels Within an Anneal Cycle

The data obtained prior to initiation of this investigation consisted of infrequent
internal flats; most anneal cycles did not have associated internal flats, and in no case was
there more than one within a cycle. To allow further verification of the response to anneals
and to allow investigation of possible evolution in the transitory low QE pixels, five visits
were added to the Cycle 14 CCD Anneal program, CAL/ACS-10733, to obtain samples
within and very soon after the anneal cycle. One of these visits, N2 – the first after the
anneal of October 10, 2006 suffered from the “tree ring” effect (Bohlin and Mack 2005) and
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Fig. 5.— Median of all pre-cooldown internal flat observations after dividing by the
pipeline reference flat and removing residual low-frequency variations. Visible features
result primarily from illumination differences using the internal lamps leading to non-ideal
cancellation of dust mote features. This shows the two CCDs concatonated with a stretch
of ±1%.
has not been further analyzed. This program still provided a pair of internal flats, N0 and
N1 separated by 0.7 day both immediately before the anneal, and N3 and N4 both after
this anneal and separated by 12.0 days. From inspection of deviant pixel counts in Table
1 from 10733 visits N1 and N3, within a day prior to and after the anneal respectively,
there is a strong response to the anneal, e.g. the number of pixels at ≤-4% relative to the
pre-cooldown median dropped from about 8,000 to 1,400. The next section will explore
whether any of the low post-anneal pixels are likely to represent persistent changes as a
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result of the cooldown itself.
Our particular interest is whether any of the pixels with negative QE offsets developed
within a particular anneal cycle show spontaneous recovery over time in the absence of an
anneal. The pairs of visits N0 – N1 and N3 – N4 are used for this. Across N0 to N1, the
pair near the end of an anneal period separated by 0.7 days, of the 7952 pixels ≤-4% in N0
there are 78 higher by >1% in N1 and only 9 that were >1% lower. Of the 78 that were
higher in N1, only 5 had also been known to be anomalously low in the anneal cycle prior
to this. Since the previous determination was from half way through the cycle we cannot
rule out that more of these 78 had been triggered to low values before the start of this
anneal cycle and the above bias to positive values represents cross-anneal recovery. Similar
statistics hold for the 74,458 pixels low by -2 to -4% in N0 – 991 are at > +1% 0.7 days
later in N1, while only 152 are lower by more than -1%. It is apparently the case that a
small fraction of the anomalous QE pixels experience spontaneous recovery in the absence
of an anneal.
Similar statistics hold comparing N3 and N4 separated by 12 days in an anneal period.
In this case, N1 was acquired only about 5 hours before the start of the anneal. With the
generation of some 6500 new -4% deviant pixels per 32 days, only some 40 new low QE
pixels would have been formed prior to the anneal. Of the 1396 pixels low at N3 one day
after the anneal, there are 88 that are > +1% recovered 12 days later in N4, while only 11
show a drop of more than 1%. Of these 88 about 20 were also low in the previous anneal
period at the time of visit N1. It seems likely that we see spontaneous recovery in low QE
pixels, but cannot definitively rule out that this small population was not already perturbed
before the intervening anneal with recovery as in Figure 4 explaining the changes.

8.

Unique Pixel-to-Pixel Flat Field Changes Post-Cooldown

§6 shows that prior to the cooldown only a small number of individual pixels showed
deviations from the reference flat field for F435W compared to the number of pixels that
develop deviations each anneal cycle. An attempt to use the pre-cooldown median internal
flat to update pixel-to-pixel flats via a simple global adjustment cannot be done due to the
large number of dust mote related artifacts as seen in Figure 5, nor is such needed on the
basis of the small number of discrepant pixel values. To investigate if there are persistent
changes to the flats post-cooldown, we can proceed by taking the ratio of a post-cooldown
median flat to the pre-cooldown median. This ratio shows no signature of the dust motes,
allowing a sensitive search for pixels that have changed sensitivity as a result of the
cooldown. In this case, we are limited by a relatively meager amount of post-cooldown data
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Table 4: Deviant pixel counts for F435W post cooldown
≥4%

≥2%

23

46

≥1%

≤-1%

≤-2%

≤-4%

153 440893 67028

2713

– given that at any time the deviations will be dominated by transitory events. We have
adopted a median of the four visits: 11005-50, 10739-38, 10733-N0 and 10733-N3 providing
samples from four unique anneal cycles. (Including the other two visits would add little to
the statistics, and repeated observations within anneal cycles would increase the chance of
including transitory deviations.)
Avoiding the usual boundary around chips and charge traps flagged by the data quality
array results in the number of deviant pixels post- compared to pre-cooldown as shown in
Table 4.
There are only a trivial number of pixels showing up at greater than 4% high postcompared to pre-cooldown and the vast majority of these are associated with pixels already
having data quality flags (often 512 indicating a problem with a reference file). By contrast
the much larger number of pixels with more than a 4% drop only rarely are associated
with pixels having data quality issues. At lower levels, say the positive 1 or 2% pixels
these start to be associated with a few isolated locations, e.g. a “bullseye” feature near
i,j = 51, 2055 that does not have data quality flags associated with it, and for which the
flat field has changed across the temperature drop. The number of such deviant points
for which sensitivity increased is trivial. Figure 6 shows the same region for F435W and
F814W for the ratio of post- to pre-cooldown epochs. The F435W case is the median of
four post-cooldown epochs and should, therefore, be a relatively good representation of the
post-cooldown mean flat. At F814W, only one epoch post-cooldown was used; therefore,
some transient contamination will remain. The “bullseye” region mentioned above has
developed a more sensitive core, with extended less sensitive annulus after the cooldown in
F435W, in F814W changes are much smaller. The F435W image in Figure 6 shows that
noticeable changes have arisen as evidenced by the clear excess sprinkling of low response
pixels.
For the pixels showing negative changes, the vast majority are not associated with data
quality issues, and the distribution over the CCDs is apparently random. This population
probably follows from a combination of radiation damage from which the asymptotic
recovery has left such deficits, or these follow from the cooldown itself. Recall that for pixels
perturbed to more than a 4% QE loss the average recovery is to within 0.7% of nominal.
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Fig. 6.— Identical 1024×500 pixel regions from the lower left corner of WFC1 for ratios
of post- to pre-cooldown internal flats. F435W is at the top, F814W at the bottom. The
stretch is ±2% with white indicating a post-cooldown loss of sensitivity.
With a standard deviation of 0.3%, many pixels retain more than a 1% loss forever. The
generation of some 7,000 pixels to more than a 4% deficit every 4 weeks for 4.5 years
would result in some 400,000 pixels having been perturbed over the life of ACS of which a
substantial number will have remained low by at least 1%. The post-cooldown population
in Table 4 corresponds to a mean time after launch of ∼4.4 years, while the much smaller
pre-cooldown population of deviant pixels corresponds to a mean time of ∼1.7 years after
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launch. It is also possible that averaging over only 4 post-cooldown epochs biases the results
if, for example, the timescale for recovery is longer at the cooler temperature.
The issue now is whether we should apply a pixel-to-pixel correction to the postcooldown flat fields. Table 4 details the number of deviant pixels for F435W for which
the most data exists. For deviant pixels resulting either from radiation damage, or those
showing direct response to the lower temperature, the deviation in the red (F814W) is fully
a factor of two smaller. Thus, at F814W we would expect that only some 67,000 pixels
would show deviations at more than -1%, only some 2700 at more than -2%. At F435W
some 2.6% of all pixels are now in error by > 1% with most of these near this limit. At
F814W only about 0.4% of pixels are now in error by 1% or more. With four independent
anneal cycle measures of F435W post-cooldown, we have marginally sufficient data to
support new pixel-to-pixel flats.
Histograms are shown in Figure 7 for F435W deviations of pre-cooldown internals
divided by the reference flat, for F435W deviations of post- to pre-cooldown internal
medians, and for the best available single epoch post- to pre-cooldown internal median
for F814W. The F435W pre-cooldown median divided by the reference flat, with low
frequencies also divided out shows the distribution of values corresponding to the image
shown in Figure 5 – in this case the excess noise introduced by the imperfectly suppressed
dust motes contributes to the histogram width. For the post- to pre-cooldown F435W ratio
which shows the statistics of full frame deviations corresponding to the top panel of Figure
6 there should not be any excess noise from dust mote artifacts. The pre-cooldown internal
median does not deviate nearly as much from the reference flat, an absolute measure of its
pixel-to-pixel fidelity, as does the post-cooldown internal median from the pre-cooldown
median. A significant population of pixels with low response have either developed in
time, or have resulted from the cooler operating temperature. The F814W distribution
will contain excess deviations due to having only one observation post-cooldown, yet shows
much less change than for F435W.
Deviations have grown sufficiently at F435W that an update to the pixel-to-pixel
components of the reference flats might be useful. Table 4 shows that 2.6% of pixels now
show a deficit of >1%, although this would translate to photometric errors of only 0.34%
for stars centered on these pixels. In a global sense, that need not apply to all types of
science, the overall impact is at the level of 0.026×0.0034, or approximately one part in
ten thousand. A marginally sufficient amount of post-cooldown data exists to update the
F435W P-flat. However, at F625W and F814W only one and two post-cooldown epochs are
available, respectively, which is an insufficient basis for an update.
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Fig. 7.— Histograms of deviations for flat field ratios after suppression of low frequencies: 1.
(thin curve) Pre-cooldown F435W internal flat divided by the F435W reference flat field. The
pre-cooldown period has only very small deviations from the reference flat. 2. (intermediate
thickness curve) Post- to pre-cooldown F435W internal flat medians. A significant tail of
low response pixels has developed. 3. (thick curve) Post- to pre-cooldown F814W internal
flat medians. Development of low response pixels is much smaller here than in the blue.
9.

Recommendation for Obtaining Additional Observations

Because there are both a set of low sensitivity pixels that change over the anneal cycles,
and a population of post-cooldown pixels that deviate from reference values, the route to
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obtaining calibration data to support updates has clarified. The conclusions in this ISR
separating transitory from persistent pixel-to-pixel flat field changes relied upon having a
large sample of internal flats. The current observation rate for internal tungsten of about
one per year will not support the creation of pixel-to-pixel flat field corrections.
To monitor the continued increase in the population of persistently low pixel responses
and to provide sufficient data for a P-flat update, the standard suite of F435W, F625W and
F814W internals (total of 18 internal orbits per year, as was used in earlier cycles) should
be taken relatively early in anneal cycles at a rate of six times per year. By the end of
Cycle 15, pixel-to-pixel corrections could be made and would remain valid for several years
at the current temperature.
Currently, P-flat errors in the worst case of F435W in the WFC are estimated to cause
spuriously low photometry of ∼0.34% for 1 in ∼40 stars, while photometric errors would
exceed 1% for only 1 in ∼1000 stars. The P-flats should be updated if these errors get much
worse. The standard set of three internal flats are sufficient for a full update of all the WFC
flats, because interpolation in wavelength is adequate and is analogous to the interpolation
used to make the post-cooldown L-flats in Gilliland, Bohlin and Mack (2006).

10.

Summary
• Internal flat observations show transiently low response pixels that tend to be isolated,
unique events, rather than pixels that ‘telegraph’ on and off.
• The number of pixels deviating to low values is strongly correlated with time since
the last anneal.
• The growth rate of deviant pixels during an anneal cycle is increasing linearly with
time since launch.
• The pixels showing transiently low sensitivities do not correlate with hot pixels,
charge traps, or other data quality issues.
• The lost sensitivity is a pure quantum efficiency effect, i.e. multiplicative rather than
additive.
• Sensitivity loss for the transiently low pixels is a factor of more than two greater at
F435W than at F814W.
• Transiently low pixels recover some 90% of their original deficit on a time scale of a
few months/anneals, but never recover fully.
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• The number of transient pixels remains small in terms of induced photometric errors,
but would begin to show significant errors if anneals were done at a cadence much
longer than current.
• Pre-cooldown the typical number of transiently deviant pixels is larger than the
number of persistently deviant pixels in comparison to the existing reference flat
fields.
• The pre-cooldown reference flats are excellent representations of pixel-to-pixel
sensitivities.
• Post-cooldown persistent deviations are reaching the point where consideration should
be given to a pixel-to-pixel flat field update.
• To enable possible P-flat updates we recommend taking the standard internal flat set
six times per year.
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